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Abstract
Object-orientation offers more than just objects, classes and inheritance as means to structure applications. It is an approac
to application development in which software systems can be constructed by composing and refining pre-designed, plug-
compatible software components. But for this approach to be successfully applied, programming languages must provide
better support for component specification and software composition, the software development life-cycle must separate
the issues of generic component design and reuse from that of constructing applications to meet specific requirements, and
more generally, the way we develop, manage, exchange and market software must adapt to better support large-scale reus
for software communities. In this paper we shall explore these themes and we will highlight a number of key research di-
rections and open problems to be explored as steps towards improving the effectiveness of object technology.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of object-oriented programming languages
(OOPLs), there has been the gradual realization that these lan-
guages alone are not enough to have a major impact on the soft-
ware industry, but that more fundamentally our attitudes to
software development must adapt to an object-oriented view.
“Object-orientation” is not a technique. It is an approach which
can potentially change the way we build, think and use comput-
er systems.

The object-oriented approach is open-ended. It is not a
closed set of ideas. The object-oriented approach is not revolu-
tionary in terms of ideas. Most of its basic principles have been
well-known for decades. It starts with some basic notions fairly
well accepted in computer science, namely encapsulation and
reuse. It is only revolutionary in that, if applied vigorously, it
changes software development from a custom-made boutique
to a component-oriented industry.

It has been commonplace to say that, within a few years, we
will no longer speak about “object-oriented programming” any
more than we do now about structured programming —- it will
have been completely absorbed into the programming culture.
However, object-orientation goes beyond structured program-
ming, or even programming in general. What is truly different
is not that we can bundle data and operations, or that we can de-
fine new classes from old by inheritance, or even that dynamic
binding and polymorphism enhance the reuse potential for
software. Rather, what is different is that, in order for an object-
oriented approach to be applied effectively, we must change the
way we think about software development as a labour-intensive
activity in which each application is hand-crafted from individ-
ual requirements, to a capital-intensive one in which we invest
more in the development of reusable components that can be
plugged together to produce standard “lines” of applications.
The things that change, then, are our software life-cycle, the
roles that software engineers play, the way we manage software
components, designs and descriptions, and the way we manage
projects. In short, the software culture becomes object-orient-
ed.

We will outline a number of different areas in which the o
ject-oriented approach is applied, and we shall offer so
views on the directions object-orientation is taking them. In t
following section we will outline how object-orientation is
changing programming languages specifically and progra
ming in general. In the third section we will outline how objec
orientation changes the development cycle of software. In 
fourth section we will outline how object-orientation chang
the way software is treated as a product. Finally we end w
some concluding remarks on new ideas and directions.

2 Object-Oriented Programming 
Languages

The first object-oriented programming language was Sim
[3]. Simula is essentially a dialect of Algol that introduces o
jects, classes and inheritance, mainly as mechanisms for m
eling real-world objects for the express purpose of progra
ming simulations.

Smalltalk was the first attempt to develop a “fully objec
oriented” programming language, that is, one in which “eve
thing” is an object. In particular, all primitive data types, su
as numbers and truth values, statements (blocks), and e
classes, are themselves objects. The fundamental contribu
of the Smalltalk project was to recognize that OOP is not ju
technique for programming simulations, but that it can a
serve well as a general approach for software developmen
achieve this goal, however, it is important to acknowledge t
principles:

• Object-oriented features are not just an “add-on” to ex
isting languages: to achieve the maximum benefit o
these features, one must either design an OOPL “fr
the ground up” to be fully object-oriented, or one mu
take great pains to ensure that the added features be
sistent with the existing language design.

• The language is not enough: just by switching to an
OOPL, one’s productivity is not necessarily improved.
reusable class library, a browser, an interactive progra
ming environment, and a development methodology th
encourages collaboration, reuse and evolution, are
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important ingredients to the successful application of
OO technology.

In short, to be effective as a software development approach,
OOP features must be well-integrated with the programming
language and environment. In section three we shall see what
this means for application development in general. Let us first
consider some of the technical problems inherent in the inte-
gration requirement.

Wegner [38] [39] has proposed an OOPL classification
scheme including several dimensions of object-based language
design. The term “object-based” is introduced to distinguish
languages that merely provide some mechanism for encapsu-
lating data and operations (such as Ada) from those that also
provide classes and inheritance (such Simula and Smalltalk).
(In this scheme, languages such as Self [36], which are based
on prototypes rather than classes, are not strictly considered to
be object-oriented [39].) We have refined the classification
scheme to include “fully” object-oriented languages:

Object-based languages allow one to encapsulate objects;

Class-based languages support the instantiation of objects
from classes;

Object-oriented languages are class-based languages in
which new (sub-)classes can be derived from existing
classes by inheritance;

Fully object-oriented languages are homogeneous, that is,
“everything” is an object, in particular, both primitive
data types (like integers) and classes are objects;

Strongly-typed OOPLs provide abstract interfaces (types) for
all objects, and guarantee that all expressions are type-
consistent;

Concurrent OOPLs provide support for multiple concurrent
threads of control (objects may or may not be physically
distributed);

Persistent OOPLs support objects that may outlive the process
that creates them; these languages are closely related to
database programming languages and may also support,
for example, transactions and querying over sets of such
objects.

A naive view of these various dimensions might lead one to
believe that they are all orthogonal, and that one might easily
design a language to support them all by considering each as-
pect independently. In fact, the case is very much the opposite.
For every additional dimension, one can point to fundamental
conflicts in the object paradigm that must be resolved in order
to achieve a clean integration. In each case, the source of the
conflict is an incomplete application of the object paradigm. By
paying careful attention to the role and function of object-ori-
ented features and by applying them uniformly, we claim that
these conflicts can be resolved. We will mention some of these
conflicts and discuss the ways they can be resolved.

The encapsulation/inheritance conflict

Should subclass methods have access to private instance vari-
ables and operations inherited from superclasses? Should the
fact that the class of an object inherits from some superclass be
visible to clients of the object?

These problems become critical when the implementat
of a class evolves during development and subclass insta
are subsequently “broken” because inherited features h
been changed. In this sense, inheritance “violates encaps
tion” because the designer of a reused class no longer has 
plete freedom in revising the implementation [32]. The simp
solution, on the other hand, of restricting subclass method
access only the public interface of a superclass, forces on
make public all instance variables to be shared by various s
classes, even if they are not intended to be seen by clients.

The source of the problem is that classes have two kind
clients, and a single interface is not sufficient to describe 
different kinds of contracts between them. Classes are sem
cally overloaded as templates that can be used either to ins
tiate objects or to derive new sub-classes. Only by clearly s
arating these two roles and making explicit the contract 
tween the two kinds of client can the conflict be resolved. Th
are several possible ways to achieve this:

• Explicitly declare which inherited features are visible 
subclasses;

• Provide mechanisms to extend inherited behaviour i
more controlled fashion, such as the inner construct of
Simula and Beta that indicates where subclass code m
be inserted in inherited methods [3] [19];

• Instead of inheritance, adopt a compositional approa
in which the dependencies of class templates (or habitats
[31]) are made explicit.

Whatever approach is chosen, the key point is that the ob
paradigm works best when the services and obligations 
clearly stated for different kinds of clients.

The first-class/second-class conflict
Are classes objects? Are messages objects? Is it possible t
herit from the “primitive” data types, like numbers and Boo
eans?

In some languages, like Ada, the notion of an object may
present, but there is no way to create multiple instances fro
class template. In other languages, like C++, it is possible to
herit from user-defined classes, but not from built-in datatyp
like integers. In many object-oriented languages, classes
not themselves objects, so it is not possible to create new c
es at run-time. Yet other languages introduce special kind
manipulable entities, like locks, or message queues, but t
these as “second-class” objects which do not belong to any
ject class and can only be used in a very restricted way.

Generally these restrictions are made for pragmatic reas
—- if classes are objects, then the compiler must be part of
run-time environment; if built-ins like integers are objects, th
a special implementation strategy must be used for subcla
of the class integer —- and so on.

Smalltalk has largely demonstrated the clear advantage
a fully object-oriented language: a homogeneous object mo
encourages reuse and design for reuse, whereas a hete
neous model with many different kinds of entities frustrates a
straction and may force what is essentially the same algori
or behaviour to be implemented many times for different sp
cial cases. More recently, projects such as Self [5] have dem
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strated that the run-time overhead traditionally associated with
Smalltalk-like languages can be reduced to insignificant levels.

As a consequence we can only conclude that the conceptual
and practical benefits of homogeneous object models over-
whelmingly outweigh any advantages that might be gained by
having separate, second-class objects.

The specification/implementation conflict

Is a class a type? Are subclasses subtypes? Can we perform
type-checking on the basis of the inheritance hierarchy?

It is tempting to view the two concepts as one and to attempt
to unify them in a programming language, as is done in Eiffel
[23]. There are essentially two difficulties with this approach.
First, it is possible to define classes that are type compatible but
unrelated through the class hierarchy. Second, a subclass may
introduce changes to the interface inherited from a superclass
that may not be type compatible. Methods may be dropped,
their names may be changed, or, more subtly, the arguments to
methods may be refined, thus invalidating substitutability of
subclass instances for superclass instances. In fact, many of
these problems are apparent in Eiffel [8].

The source of the problem is that types and classes serve two
different purposes and these should not be confused. A class is
a template for instantiating objects, whereas a type is a specifi-
cation of the object/client contract. A subclass reuses, extends
and modifies the interface and implementation of its super-
classes. A subtype is a strictly stronger specification of the ob-
ject/client contract than that of any of its supertypes. In a sense,
classes represent reuse for the implementer whereas types rep-
resent reuse for the user [21].

In some languages, such as POOL-I [2], these two concepts
are explicitly separated.

The active/passive conflict

In the presence of concurrency, should objects be viewed as ac-
tive agents with their own threads of control, or as passive enti-
ties shared by concurrent threads? Is there the need for a mix of
both active and passive objects?

Since most objects in any given application are essentially
passive in nature, it is tempting to conclude that all objects
should be passive, and a separate “process” concept should be
provided for defining new threads of control, as is the case in
Smalltalk. Passive objects, however, have the disadvantage that
it is up to the clients to ensure that concurrent requests do not
interfere. This responsibility belongs with the object rather
than with the client, since only the object can know when it is in
a consistent state and ready to handle new requests. An active
object is one that synchronizes requests with its internal state
and any threads that it may currently be running.

Some languages provide for both active and passive objects,
and protect passive objects by restricting their use to within sin-
gle-threaded active objects. This approach leads to another
manifestation of the first-class/second-class conflict, since we
will find ourselves with two separate class hierarchies and re-
dundant code for the two different kinds of objects. In general,
a homogeneous model of active objects is more consistent with
an object-oriented approach [26] [28] [29].

The other conflicts we have already mentioned are also 
ther aggravated in a concurrent setting. Reuse through inh
ance may be impaired if synchronization code is embedde
the methods of a class: subclass methods must violate enca
lation of the superclass methods in order to consistently ext
the synchronization policy; worse, it may be necessary to re
plement superclass methods to cooperate with the exten
synchronization policy of the subclass [18]. These obser
tions have led several researchers to propose various way
separating synchronization policies from the implementati
of the method bodies in the form of declarative “synchroniz
tion predicates.” Though there is general agreement that th
the correct approach to take, there is great variety in the p
posed solutions, and no consensus has yet been reache
both the encapsulation/inheritance conflict and the specifi
tion/implementation conflict are concerned.

The structural/behavioural conflict

How can we pose a query over a set of objects without refer
to “hidden” instance variables? Are the “objects” of OOPL
and object-oriented databases really the same kind of obje

In databases we are typically more concerned with struct
rather than with behaviour. We more often deal with sets th
with instances and we are more concerned with protecting
integrity of the database as a whole rather than that of indivi
al objects [34]. Object-oriented databases are in many way
attempt to bring these two views closer together. Objects 
neither pure structures nor are they just procedural interface
hidden data structures. They are behaviours that represent
of services. These services may present themselves as o
tions to be invoked by message-passing, or they may be vis
“attributes” representing some aspect of the abstract state o
object. Attributes may or may not be actual instance variab
of an object. For example, a complex number may have sev
attributes, including its real and imaginary components and
polar coordinates. Some of these may be internally stored 
others may be dynamically calculated. Any of them may 
used to query over a set of complex numbers.

As with the other conflicts, the difficulty only arises if w
fail to understand what it is that the object-oriented approa
has to offer, and try to use it in an inappropriate way.

Let us sum up our observations. Classes encapsulate se
es. It is important to distinguish the various roles played and
contracts established with the different kinds of clients. It he
to have as homogeneous a model as possible, and not to i
duce artificial distinctions between first and second class 
jects. Types are not classes, and it is doubtful whether the
anything to be gained by trying to make a single mechan
serve both purposes. In the presence of concurrency (and
haps even in its absence), it is appropriate to view objects a
tive entities with complete control over acceptance of reque
and their associated threads of control. Reuse through inh
ance is encouraged if it is possible to separate the synchron
tion policies from the implementation of objects’ method
There is no “impedance mismatch” between programming l
guage objects and database objects if we view visible attribu
as part of the services provided by an object.
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3 Object-Oriented Application 
Development

We mentioned at the start of the previous section that switching
to an OOPL does not necessarily improve one’s productivity. In
fact, productivity is likely to drop if one does not also adopt an
object-oriented approach to application development. Without
adapting the development methodology, the best one can hope
for is that new applications will be somewhat more naturally
organized and responsibilities of subsystems will be more
cleanly drawn, thus leading to a more robust and maintainable
system.

What more can we hope for? Consider the following scenar-
io for application development:

1. Starting with some very general application require-
ments, select a generic application frame (GAF) from a
software information base (SIB). The GAF encapsulates
for an application domain the domain knowledge, the re-
quirements model, generic designs, and abstract and
concrete classes (software components).

2. Guided by the GAF, you specify the specific require-
ments for your application and identify and refine rele-
vant designs and software components.

3. Reusable components are bound, or scripted together to
form a running application.

4. The application is monitored for correct behaviour and
modified to adapt to evolving requirements.

5. Experience gained from the new application is used to re-
fine the GAF.

Note that in this scenario, the role of object-oriented pro-
gramming is minimized. Instead, we focus on reuse and soft-
ware composition. Clearly, the place for OOP here is in the de-
velopment of the software components, not in the development
of the specific application. This, then, is a scenario for capital-
intensive, as opposed to labour-intensive, software develop-
ment [37].

In order to realize this scenario, however, there are a number
of difficult questions to answer first:

• What are GAFs and where do they come from?

• How does one find GAFs and software components in a
SIB?

• How are software components scripted?

• How do we make this scenario cost-effective?

A Component-Oriented Software Life-Cycle
A key assumption behind this scenario is that sufficient domain
knowledge and experience have been gathered to make it pos-
sible to abstract from specific applications and encapsulate this
knowledge in a GAF. The activity of developing a GAF we call
application engineering. This activity is labour-intensive and
requires expert knowledge.

The purpose of a GAF is to make the job of the application
developer as easy as possible. Without a GAF, an application
developer would, following some general object-oriented
methodology, specify the application requirements, design the
application architecture and implement the required object
classes. The collected requirements, the domain knowledge,

the design choices and the implemented components const
a specific application frame (SAF). However a SAF typically
contains both information specific to the requirements of 
application under development as well as generic informat
concerning the application domain. What the GAF should do
streamline the development activity by fixing as many choic
as possible relevant to the application domain, and make
plicit those choices that remain. In effect, a GAF encapsula
a specialized methodology that is tailored to a domain.

GAFs may be very general or very specific. In the most g
eral cases, only domain concepts and very general abstrac
signs might be provided. In the most specific cases, GAFs 
be like recipes in cookbooks that can be followed step-by-s
to produce a running application from available ingredients,
possibly used in a more creative way, by substituting ingre
ents or combining and adapting recipes to produce variati
on standard themes. Furthermore, although we speak of G
as though they were disjoint, they will typically overlap, an
one GAF may be just a refinement of a higher-level GAF. F
example, a GAF for implementing accounting systems may
tailored to the needs of a particular corporation.

The essential difference between a component-orien
software life-cycle and a traditional one is that application e
gineering introduces design for reuse:

1. Starting from existing applications and domain know
edge, an application engineer factors out the requ
ments model, the generic designs and the reusable s
ware components. This information is encapsulated a
GAF.

2. An application developer, guided by a GAF, specifies t
requirements for a specific application and refines it t
SAF.

3. The SAF evolves according to changing application 
quirements.

4. The application engineer evaluates the quality of t
GAF with respect to the ease with which the SAF was d
veloped and the degree to which components could be
used without modification. The GAF is re-engineered
take into account this evaluation.

The key points to observe are:

• GAF development is iterative and evolutionary.

• Software components are not reusable in isolation, 
only as part of a generic design.

The software life-cycle we have described has been ela
rated as part of ITHACA [1] [12], an Esprit technology integr
tion project to develop a complete object-oriented applicat
development environment.

Software Information Management

We have mentioned that GAFs should be stored in a softw
information base. A SIB is a repository not just for object cla
es, but more generally for software descriptions pertaining to
any aspect of application development [7] [12] [13]. There a
two conceivable models for repositories:

• The software junkyard: in this scenario any and all soft
ware is stored and catalogued as it becomes available
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use is by querying, browsing and subsequent modifica-
tion to meet new needs.

• The software cookbook: only software that is designed as
part of a more general or more specific recipe is stored
and catalogued; reuse is by locating and following reci-
pes, sometimes by combining and adapting recipes.

It should be fairly clear that the second model is more con-
sistent with the principle of a GAF and that it offers better po-
tential for reuse to the developer. Of course, it depends on the
fact that someone has taken the time and trouble to write the
cookbook. To write the software cookbook in the first place it
may be necessary to scrounge through a software junkyard, but
this should not be the general model of reuse for developers.

We will discuss in more detail issues of object-oriented soft-
ware management in section four.

Frameworks and Scripting
Applications can be constructed from prepackaged software
components only if these components have been designed to be
plug-compatible [10]. This means that standard interfaces and
protocols must be defined, and that all plug-compatible compo-
nents must conform to the same interfaces. Although this may
seem a vacuous statement, it does entail some difficulties. First
of all, nothing in any OOPL constrains a programmer to use
only previously defined interfaces. It is too easy to extend inter-
faces by inheritance and define new protocols. Second, it is a
non-trivial problem to define the right interfaces for a set of ob-
ject classes. This is the framework design problem.

A framework [17] is a collection of abstract classes (i.e.,
templates for classes that define interfaces and the implementa-
tion of generic methods) designed to work together to solve a
particular class of problems. Frameworks can take a long time
to stabilize, and are the result of much experimentation and re-
design. They are an integral part of GAFs, constituting the ge-
neric designs and components.

Once a framework has been defined and a suitably rich com-
ponent set conforming to it has been implemented, one should
be able to construct many applications without any further pro-
gramming, but by scripting components together.

A visual scripting tool is a direct manipulation graphical ed-
itor that visually presents software components and allows a
user to connect them together to construct running applica-
tions. The standard interfaces defining plug-compatibility for a
particular component set constitute a scripting model. Every
component is shown together with its input and output ports,
which represent parameters, services, acquaintances, etc., of
the software components. Ports may be visually presented in a
variety of ways, such as knobs, buttons, text fields, menus, etc.,
depending on what the intended semantics are.

Some potential advantages of scripting over programming
are:

• Direct manipulation: one can directly construct the run-
ning application without the need for an edit/compile or
edit/interpret cycle;

• Self-documentation: components show only their inter-
faces, and can be connected to a SIB to provide on-line
help;

• Interactive type-checking: the interfaces of a componen
set can be known to the scripting tool and checked int
actively;

• Scripts as components: higher-level components can b
built up as scripts and encapsulated as new compone
incomplete scripts may constitute generic designs.

Many special-purpose “scripting tools” already exist, b
each is tailored to a specific scripting model, to support, for 
ample, dataflow, or form design, or user interface design. 
are developing, within ITHACA, a general-purpose scriptin
tool, called Vista, which is capable of supporting multip
scripting models [27] [22].

To sum up, the capital investment required for developi
GAFs can only be justified if, in the long-term, a compone
oriented software life-cycle is cost-effective. The shift towar
open systems guarantees that this must be the case. Wherea
the past large computer systems were monolithic and relativ
independent, today’s computer systems are increasingly o
in terms of topology, platform and evolving requirements [35].
What this means is that (1) traditional software developm
methodologies that rely on relatively stable requirements 
bound to fail, and (2) standard interfaces and component re
are concerns of software communities, not just individual com-
panies.

This shift of attention from closed to open architectures su
gests that component-oriented software development can 
on certain economies of scale to justify the investment in reu
but there are both technical and cultural problems to be
solved first. This is the topic of the next section.

4 Large-Scale Reuse and Object-
Orientation

This section explores possible consequences, and relate
search problems, that may arise should object-oriented p
gramming become widely used within the software indust
Object-orientation will then affect the way software is treat
as a product to be packaged and marketed. Some advoca
object-orientation have pointed out that a pervasive use of
ject-oriented technology would likely lead to a restructuring
software production and marketing practices. For examp
Meyer speaks of a new “software culture” occurring when d
velopers take reuse into account [24], while Cox has advoca
a software component industry based on object-oriented “s
ware-ICs” [9].

It is our view that a restructuring of the software indust
does not necessarily follow from the adoption of object-orie
tation, but rather the causative factor is what we call large-scale
reuse. Large-scale reuse is a style of software development;
characterized by the reuse of software and software-related
formation across boundaries of specific projects, products 
organizations. Object-oriented programming is certainly co
ducive to large-scale reuse since it creates software com
nents amenable for reuse. There are additional reasons, ho
er, why large-scale reuse is becoming more feasible. Thes
clude the use of distributed software developme
environments, which often require a high degree of softw
portability and reusability, and improvements in networking a
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Suppose we set aside the question of how large-scale reuse
benefits software producers and consumers, and instead focus
on the following question: What changes are needed in object-
oriented technology (in particular, programming and runtime
environments) in order to encourage or enable large-scale re-
use? There appear to be three major areas of concern:

1. Class management,
2. Object interaction and communication, and

3. Object pricing and marketing.

The remainder of this section explores these topics and their
relationship to large-scale reuse.

Class Management
To fully take advantage of an object-oriented language, a class
collection is needed. In large scale-reuse, such collections will
be used by many programmers. (And, in extreme cases, the user
population for a class collection is essentially the user popula-
tion for the underlying language.) Viewing a class collection as
a shared resource, a number of problems arise which we collec-
tively refer to as class management [13].

For instance, since the collection is shared, the names of
classes must be agreed upon to some extent, and care must be
taken in assigning names in a consistent manner that avoids
conflicts. Thus there is a problem of class naming, i.e., admin-
istering the class name space. Possible approaches include
naming conventions, dividing the name space among software
producers, and setting up standards-like bodies which oversee
the collection.

A related problem deals with modifying existing classes
within the collection. Such changes may have a vast impact and
so need to be controlled. In some cases programs may no longer
perform correctly with the new collection so it may be neces-
sary to maintain historical versions (or “releases”) of the col-
lection. The examination of the various types of modifications
to a class collection and how to assure that existing applications
can run (and be recompiled if necessary) is referred to as the
problem of class evolution. Many techniques have been pro-
posed for dealing with class evolution (see [4] for a survey of
this area) but their integration with development environments
and methodologies is still problematic.

A particular form of evolution is the extension of a class col-
lection by subclassing. This leads to the problem of when to in-
corporate such extensions within the collection and how to
manage variants. For example, a particular project may, for its
own purposes, define a number of new subclasses. At some
point it may then decide to merge the local extensions with the
shared collection. Again, as with name space administration,
agreed upon procedures, and tools which support those proce-
dures, will be needed.

Given a large class collection one needs retrieval aids. Class
cataloging addresses how to index or describe classes in order
to facilitate their retrieval. (Examples of software indexing
schemes are presented in [16] and [30].) Class cataloging must
also address the design of storage structures and access meth-
ods for class retrieval. Here a better understanding of the devel-

opment process is needed: What search criteria will most as
developers looking for components to reuse? It seems clear
a class retrieval facility should deal not only with descriptio
of classes but also with other information —- including desi
documents, performance data, and user feedback. Howe
designing suitable indexing and access methods for such
amorphous collection of information is a difficult task, and 
further complicated by the need for many views (such as th
of a programmer, designer, or project manager) of the inform
tion [11].

Software information systems are a key part of the inf
structure needed for large-scale reuse. In the previous sec
we mentioned briefly the “software junkyard” and the “sof
ware cookbook.” These refer to the problem of determining 
organization and content of a software information system. A
other problem, and one critical to large-scale reuse, is the
ture of the interface between the software information syst
and development or programming environments. Here m
scenarios are possible, ranging from loosely-coupled softw
clearinghouses (such as are developing on the Internet), to
es where a distributed geographically-disperse software in
mation system is transparently integrated with local progra
ming environments. It is not clear which (if any) of these sc
narios will predominate. However, it is fair to say tha
development environments are making increasing use of 
working, and some form of linkage to wide-area servic
should be expected.

Object Interaction, Communication and 
Cooperation
Large-scale reuse is particularly appropriate when applicati
are developed by scripting plug-compatible components. In
der to avoid a profusion of components, each object should
erate in a variety of contexts. It should be possible to const
applications requiring interaction and communication betwe
objects that possibly run on different hardware platforms, w
developed using different programming languages and/or e
ronments, or even present non-compatible interfaces. In o
words, it should be possible to construct applications from co-
operating, yet autonomous, objects. Basic issues here are:

• Interface representation: techniques for describing ob-
ject interfaces and their parameters;

• Naming: name spaces for objects and their servic
name lookup services;

• Communication mediation: use of intermediary objects
as “glue” between non-com\-pa\-tible objects;

• Security: preventing unauthorized access to an object

These issues have been addressed for some time by dis
uted object systems (see [6]), but these systems usually pos
some degree of homogeneity —- either of operating system
programming language. The same issues also need be
dressed for loosely-coupled, wide-area, non-homogene
systems. As an example, OMG, the Object Management Gr
(an organization which aims to develop and promote standa
for software interfaces) is concerned with object interacti
and communication for large, system-like, objects running
heterogeneous environments. The OMG has specified an a
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cation framework [33] including an “Object Request Broker”
for handling such things as request and reply dispatching, pa-
rameter encoding, and name services.

Object cooperation can be viewed as a higher-level concept
than either interaction or communication. As an example, two
objects with very minimal interaction, perhaps the single ex-
change of an instance variable, can hardly be said to be cooper-
ating. But one object delegating a task to a second comes closer
to the notion of cooperation. Object cooperation clearly re-
quires interaction and communication, in addition there must
be some shared goal or purpose. The question is: Can a more
rigorous definition of object cooperation simplify the task of
building applications from interacting objects? At the moment
the answer is not known, but it seems clear that some notion of
cooperation is needed if applications constructed from pre-de-
signed components are to satisfy requirements and solve prob-
lems.

Object Pricing and Marketing
If we look at large-scale reuse from the perspective of software
providers, two critical issues arise:

1. There must be mechanisms in place which compensate
providers for reuse of their software. We call this object
pricing.

2. There must be mechanisms in place which allow provid-
ers to promote their software without revealing full de-
tails of design or implementation. We call this object
marketing.

If an application is constructed solely from in-house or pub-
lic domain software, object pricing is not an issue. This, howev-
er, is becoming infeasible because of the increasing complexity
of application software. Many applications now intimately de-
pend upon or utilize separate systems (e.g., window systems or
databases) that were not developed explicitly for the applica-
tion in question. The large-scale reuse paradigm takes this ap-
proach one step further —- applications are constructed from
many objects coming from many sources. Furthermore, soft-
ware developers, in addition to designing complete applica-
tions, may choose to concentrate on just the smaller objects
needed to build applications. These “object providers” clearly
will not emerge unless mechanisms are established by which
they are compensated for the reuse of their product. Possible
solutions to this problem include service-based and royalty-
based pricing schemes [14]. The latter may be particularly ap-
propriate for large-scale reuse and so we see as an important
problem the development of “pay as you go” schemes, such as
the Japanese “Superdistribution” proposal [25], for multi-ob-
ject applications.

There is a essential difference between constructing appli-
cations from large reusable components (subsystems) and con-
structing applications from small reusable components (e.g.,
classes). In either case the application developer requires a
component’s specification in order to incorporate the compo-
nent within the application. However, given a component’s
specifications, the smaller the component the easier it is to im-
plement it. Consequently the providers of small components
face a dilemma: Descriptions of the component must be avail-
able to potential reusers, but, by making this information avail-

able, the provider risks a reuser reimplementing the com
nent, so avoiding any obligation towards the provider. Obj
marketing deals with this problem. In particular it must a
dress: protecting designers and implementors of compon
from similar reimplementations of their components, progre
sive levels of disclosure of component specification and imp
mentation information, and procedures for supplying this 
formation to potential reusers.

To illustrate these issues, consider the following possi
example of component marketing. Suppose each compon
has the following, progressively more detailed, levels of d
scription:

1. the name of the component and its domain of applica
ity

2. an informal description of the component

3. the names and informal descriptions of the functions p
vided by the component

4. the specification of the component’s interface

5. the object code for the component

6. the source code for the component

Here disclosure up to level 3 would probably be sufficie
for a reuser to decide whether or not the component is of in
est. Disclosure to level 5 would be needed to actually reuse
component, and disclosure of the final level would perhaps
needed to refine or modify the component.

One marketing scenario would be to allow the provider o
component to determine a (onetime) charge for each leve
disclosure. An object pricing mechanism would then be nee
to keep track of access to component descriptions and accu
late charges. If a provider wanted to advertise a component 
the first few levels of disclosure would have zero or negligib
cost.

Large-scale reuse requires a high-degree of automatio
both object pricing and object marketing —- non-automat
accounting of who is using which component would make t
approach too burdensome. Thus, the crucial problem is how
build, into software development and runtime environmen
support for object pricing and object marketing. Issues here
clude designing the necessary communication infrastruct
and, more generally, establishing a legal framework govern
the reuse of software components.

What is needed in the long term is a software commun
where objects can be exchanged and evolved, and bough
sold in an open, competitive market. Such a community
slowly emerging and initiatives like OSF, the Open Softwa
Foundation, OMG, the Object Management Group, and ES
the European Software and Systems Initiative, can help
emerge faster. Needless to say, the effects of these change
be very profound on both the software users and the compa
that build and sell software.

5 Concluding Remarks
We have argued that object-orientation has the potentia
greatly affect the way that software is developed and us
Needless to say, in most applications there is a certain ine
due to established methods and vested interests that will hin
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the wide-spread use of object-oriented ideas. There are, howev-
er, many areas that are relatively new and where innovative
ideas can have a tremendous and immediate influence, such as,
for instance, graphics, multimedia, and computer-supported
cooperative work (CSCW). (Examples of applying the object-
oriented approach in these areas can be found in [20], [40] and
[15].)

A wider influence of object-orientation will be the different
ways in which it affects how we view software as a product.
Like any other product, a software application has to be de-
signed, built, sold and used. Like every product, a software ap-
plication is designed to look a certain way and to have certain
functionality. Object-orientation affects both the user interface
and the visualization of a software application. Object-orienta-
tion affects the way that its functionality is conceived in terms
of blocks of more basic functionality. Like every other product,
a software application needs to be built. Object-orientation af-
fects the way that a software application is built from compo-
nents. Finally, object-orientation can have a tremendous effect
in the way software is marketed both in terms of components
and in terms of final integrated systems. 
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